FIRST® LEGO® League Discover at home - FAQs

I’m not a teacher! Can I still do this with my children at home?

Absolutely! The easy-to-follow Team Meeting Guide is really detailed and guides you through the whole programme with activities and suggested questions to help. We also have short session videos to quickly walk you through each session and use alongside the Team Meeting Guide. Remember, the Team Meeting Guide is just a guide and you can follow it as closely or loosely as you like – there’s no right or wrong way to get your children learning with Discover, let the children lead with what they find interesting about the topic and go on a learning exploration with them!

This all looks great fun, but isn’t it just playing? I want to make sure my children are learning things!

Play is the most powerful learning tool! When children are engaging in activities that they find fun and exciting, they develop their curiosity and understanding of the world around them and learn without even realising it. Playful learning is also a great way to develop communication, and language is a powerful learning tool – the more you can talk with your children as you play and learn, the greater their skills will grow.

Our curriculum grid and skills progression documents (found on the Teacher Resources page) can show you how the programme fits into what children would be learning in school, so you can be sure their playful learning is incredibly valuable.

Will there be any online help?

Yes! We have session videos to quickly walk you through each session and some Six Brick activity videos to join in with. You’ll find all of this, and much more, on our Teacher Resources page, and our website has lots more information about the programme.

If you have any other questions or would like more information, please email us at: FLLDiscover@theiet.org.